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Abstract 

Artificial bone implant materials need porosity for nutrient distribution, moderate pore size to provide cell cultures 

and bone-like mechanical properties. The homogenisation of discrepancies between the microstructure of implants 

and bone is an important subject. This research aims to design microstructures with poly ether-ether-ketone 

(PEEK) and its composites to improve the compatibility of implants.  Porous hip bone implants fabricated by 

fused deposition modelling (FDM) are proposed to mimic natural bone with various homogenisation lattice 

structures and excellent properties. Five isotropic lattice structures with homogenisation control strategies are 

printed with PEEK and composite PEEK with reduced graphene oxide (rGO) and calcium hydroxyapatite (cHAp). 

An examination is performed on a three-dimensional (3D) distribution of the effective module surface of the five 

composite porous unit lattice structures. The relationship between the modulus of elasticity, anisotropy and cell 

parameters are thoroughly investigated by finite element analysis (FEA). Analysis of the surface treatment used 

to create micropores in the scaffolding and the nanostructure yields a bioactive PEEK/hydroxyapatite (HAp) 

composite with various control configuration distributions and cell growths. The functionalised biocompatibility 

and degradability of rGO/HAp composite in various ratios to PEEK, and their nanostructure arrays, are studied 

by a surface functionalisation approach. The improved design eliminates slight imperfections, allowing for a more 

stable structure. The controlled homogenisation, porosity and particle size distribution helps to increase cellular 

infiltration and biological integration of the PEEK and hip implant composites.  
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1. Introduction 

Additive manufacturing (AM) was initially developed as a resource for the rapid prototyping of industrial 

products. Nowadays, this technique is used in several domains of knowledge, including the medical sector [1-3]. 

AM is used extensively in the health sector to aid diagnosis, support complicated surgery, and customise 

customised artificial implants [4-6]. A set of two-dimensional (2D) images in the international standard format 

[6,7], relative to the sliced planes of the body, is used to reconstruct three-dimensional (3D) volumes of anatomical 

regions. A simple 3D virtual model can be transformed into a standard pattern to be interpreted by AM equipment. 

Layer-by-layer natural reproduction provides excellent and quick results for forms that would be difficult or even 

impossible to produce with established industrial technologies [8-10]. The technique of manufacturing by layers 

and the production of free forms are used with 3D printing.  

All AM techniques have the following processing steps: (i) 3D modelling of the part; (ii) generation of 3D 

geometry in standard tessellation language (STL), a standard file format for AM that creates an approximation of 

the surface using a mesh; (iii) checking the integrity of the data file; (iv) manufacturing by layer; and (v) post-

processing of the part when necessary. Two standard machines for AM of medical equipment are selective laser 



sintering (SLS) and fused deposition modelling (FDM). In SLS, carbon dioxide (CO2) lasers burn powdered 

materials [11-13]. The machine burns parts by using a laser beam on powder, according to the 2D geometry of 

the workpiece. This process is repeated for each thin layer until the product is complete. In FDM, the part is 

produced in the same way as SLS, but the input material is filament [14-16].  

AM can print specific types of material, which, for health-related applications, should be biocompatible. Poly 

ether-ether-ketone (PEEK) is one such biocompatible material, but its high melting temperature AM by PEEK 

printing is not easy. Bone implant with a PEEK structure enhances implant quality in several respects, including 

fracture and fatigue strength. FDM technology allows the manufacture of biometric PEEK scaffolds, with a recent 

prototyping technique being the electron beam machine (EBM). According to the part’s design, the powder is cast 

by an electron beam, and this rapid PEEK prototyping technology makes it possible to control the large pore 

geometries and functional graded pore distribution (FGPD) [17-20]. Technologies using high energy beams allow 

for the construction of ceramic parts, and may soon lead to the fabrication of pure calcium hydroxyapatite 

scaffolds with upper dimensional and geometric control of the pores and spatial control of the volume of the 

implant. There is a release of vapour when samples are subjected to high power lasers, but this can be solved by 

a trial-and-error method by reduction of the temperature of the layer of dust on the construction platform. Removal 

of the roll speed, an increase in the coating thickness, or double scanning with the laser in up to 10 layers (~2.5 

mm), with 1 mm holes. 

AM has several applications in the health sector and is now employed in many hospitals. The most prominent 

are: (1) polymer or plaster models for planning and surgical training; (2) polymer guides for bone-piercing and 

cutting; and (3) the modelling of implants [21-23]. Other applications are used globally in research, such as: (i) 

scaffolds of biocompatible PEEK, polymer or composite; (ii) implants constructed of PEEK, composite, polymer 

or ceramic; and (iii) bio-impressions of organs. Health applications of AM can be divided, from a bioengineering 

perspective, into two branches, indirect and direct. The complicated processes used can require melds for the final 

construction of the implants, but ideally, implants should be made without subsequent processing. Drill aid guides 

or osteotomies can be produced directly in the AM process. Direct methods for ceramics and PEEK have recently 

been launched in the market, with the latter tested for customised implants, including femoral and mandible 

implants. Surgical planning techniques using AM have evolved for at least 15 years, mainly in the field of 

craniofacial reconstruction. However, AM has not evolved sufficiently for applications with significant loading 

requirements [24-26]. 

AM methods represent a significant advance in printing complex 3D geometries for bone architecture and an 

essential step towards the geometric optimisation of 3D configurations. In AM, appropriate dimensional accuracy 

can be achieved for medical products, and these can be customised for patients. In the subsequent processes, the 

polymer-rich phase becomes a matrix and the polymer-lean stage turns into pores when the solvent is evaporated. 

This revolutionary method is critical to cell and medical device industry applications. This research applies to 

biomedical cell devices, where miniaturised scaffolds are required. This paper deals with the production of lattices 

for hip implants and porosity analysis. A bioactive PEEK composite with an additional control configuration 

distribution is used for the fabrication of implants. With a surface functionalisation approach, the functionality of 

the biocompatibility and degradability of PEEK composite is enhanced. Non-biological cell microdevices also 

benefit from this work on bone-implant applications due to the low weight and high capacity method used. 

 



2. Materials and method 

In this research, FDM technology is applied to print scaffolds. The properties of the PEEK used are presented 

in Table 1. The compression surfaces of the lattices are polished to be parallel up to a maximum of 10 μm. The 

extrusion temperature is set at 380–410oC, and the printing speed is 40 mm/sec. The bead width of each print line 

is 0.4 mm, and the layer thickness of the PEEK filler is 0.2 mm.  

 

Table 1 Material properties of the PEEK filament.   

Description Value PEEK Test method 

Melting temperature 345 – 400 oC --- 

Glass-transition temperature 143 oC --- 

Density 1.36 g/cm3 ISO 1183 

Young’s modulus  3.850 GPa ISO 527 

Tensile strength 100 MPa ISO 527 

Impact strength notched Izod --- ISO 180/A 

 

The first task is constructing custom implants with the human femur’s high mechanical strength as an 

alternative to standard implants [27-29]. These implants are made directly in PEEK using AM equipment from a 

virtual model generated in Mountain 8 Premium package. As described in [30-32], the equipment uses PEEK 

biomaterials in filament and powder form as raw material. According to the manufacturer, as well as providing 

physical bio-models directly in biomaterial with high fidelity to virtual bio-models, the equipment can construct 

scaffolds with varied geometries, dimensions, and spatial distributions. Fig.1 shows the five hip implant unit strut 

applications studied in this research. It is worth mentioning that the unit cells are homogenised later, and the final 

production of the hip implant is based on an isotropic lattice. The lattice structures are designed in Creo software, 

modified, and simulated to find homogenisation in the nTopology package, and ANSYS Workbench is used for 

finite element analysis (FEA).  



 
Fig. 1. Lattice cells in hip implant struts 

Fig. 2 shows the schematic of the experimental study. The diagram illustrates the extrusion printing system, 

mechanical testing process and implantation. The techniques outlined in this work for the direct production of 

PEEK parts for immediate implant manufacturing could constitute a revolution in medicine since they 

innovatively create the possibility of the quick production of implants with high micro and macro dimensional 

compliance [33-35]. 



 
Fig. 2. Schematic of the experimental process of fabricating hip implants with composite PEEK 

3. Material properties 

Pure graphene monolayers are reported to have mechanical properties with Young’s modulus of 1000 GPa, 

and internal tensile strength of 130.5 GPa. An essential factor in the quality of graphene oxide is the pH when a 

dispersion of graphene oxide solution is produced by the hummer method, usually between 2 and 3 if the washing 

steps are not included in the manufacturing process. The acidic nature (pH = 2-3) of unwashed graphene oxide 

significantly worsens its properties, hence graphene oxide products require repeated rinsing with large amounts 

of distilled water. Our graphene oxide dispersion is almost neutral, with a pH of approximately 6-7, obtained by 

washing and drying, dissolving water, distillation and sonication. Single-layer reduced graphene oxide (rGO), a 

new graphene-based nanomaterial, has a wide range of applications because of its atomic thickness and other 

excellent properties. It has good solubility in chemical or thermal water and organic solvents, facilitating the 

production of rGO solution using the wet chemical method. It is inexpensive and plentiful, and rGO products are 

resistant and ready to use. In a refurbished hummer, water, methanol, DMF, NMP, etc. is used to prepare a single-

layer rGO surfactant-free dispersion suitable for a wide variety of environments, such as ultrasound [36-37]. The 

structure is placed in an oven which is slowly heated to 320 oC in a vacuum chamber. This is just below the 350 

oC melting point but hot enough to vaporise the structure’s organic materials and leave the PEEK behind. This 



heating method is known as pyrolysis because the process evaporates a significant amount of the structure’s 

material, meaning its dimensions contract by 80%, but it retains its shape and proportions.  

4. SEM and mechanical test 

The Hitachi S416 scanning electron microscope (SEM) is used to observe the dispersion and adhesion properties 

between the nano rGO flakes and the cracked mortar surfaces. After analysing the samples, they are incubated for 

28 days. The fractured body is cut into approximately 10×5×4 mm samples. They are covered with a 3 nm 

platinum/palladium layer to improve conductivity. The composition of the cement matrix is determined in two 

ways: X-ray distributed energy analysis is used to determine the material’s constituent components, and X-ray 

diffraction (XRD) is used to determine its crystalline phase. Quantitative analysis of the crystalline and amorphous 

nanocomposite hydrate cement steps is performed using the internal standard XRD technique. Crystal distances 

are determined using a Bruker X-ray diffusion meter. The AXS D8 Advance X-ray (XRD) is used with CuKα 

radiation (λ = 1,540 Å), a scanning speed of 0.02 °/s in the range 2θ 4-70°, an acceleration of 40 kV, and an 

acceleration voltage of 30 mA. Episodes are defined using database-based matching software.  The ASTM C307-

03 standard test is used to determine the tensile strength of the cement with various rGO percentages compared to 

control samples without rGO after curing. The depth and width at the waist of each model is measured within 

±0.5 mm. The model is loaded into a tensile testing machine with a crosshead speed of 5 to 6.4 mm/min. 

5. In vitro test  

The cells are cultivated in 10% foetal bovine serum in a Dulbecco Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) culture 

media pouch. This a medium for the development of various mammalian cells. The updated DMEM has a fourfold 

increase in amino acids and vitamins from the original Eagle medium. The cells are cultivated in CO2 at 37 °C 

and 5% humidity. The culture medium is substituted regularly. The formulation used is 9.9 g of powder to 1 litre 

of DMEM, supplemented with 3.7 g of sodium bicarbonate for every 1 litre. One bag of powder (15.25 g) is 

poured into a container, then deionised water is added to make the mix up to 450 ml, and the mixture is stirred 

with a magnetic stirrer bar. A further 0.5 litres of deionised water is added and the content is heated to encourage 

the powder to dissolve in the water, and it is then autoclaved at 121°C for 15 or 20 minutes. 125 ml of 3-chemical 

nutrient agar solution forms the culture medium. It contains everything necessary for most experiments with no 

need to add other ingredients or biological fluid for cell culture. It is prepared in a microwave bottle, in about 60 

seconds, or a hot water bath. 

 

6. Results and discussion 

The SEM analysis of PEEK/HAp is shown in Fig. 3. It shows a range of nanoparticle thresholds ranging from 

-60.89 to 39.12 nm, with a Daubechies waviness high-pass filter image and robust Gaussian filter at 285 

nanoparticles. The particle analysis settings are shown in Fig. 3(b). A watershed detection method is used with 

1336 nanoparticles, having a mean projected area of 37.48 µm², an equivalent diameter of 5.837 µm, height of 

14.36 nm and roundness, compatibility and pitch of 0.5803, 0.7573 and 7.323 µm, respectively. The scaled sample 

profile analysis in the 0.8 mm Gaussian filter and the roughness of the Daubechies wavelet filter show slice 

luminance conversion of the nanoparticles and the frequency luminance spectrum conversion micro-nano 



particles. This shows the osseointegration and biomechanical properties of the PEEK/HAp scaffolds used in tissue 

engineering. 

 

Fig. 3. (a) 3D-printed tensile reference sample of PEEK, (b) a sample with porosity 105 µm after tensile 

fracture, (c) microscopic profile of the 3D model, (d) 500× magnification of a 605 µm fibre, (e) profile graph of 

the 3D sample with pixels of 1.2872 ms and a resolution of 0.2225 µm/pixel 

6.1. Lattices of 3D nanostructure 

Composite materials are basic materials used in creating ultrafine 3D structures for bone implants built using 

AM. 3D printing can produce porous PEEK with greater capacity and lower weight. Studies have established a 

new 3D-printed bone method using a controlled porosity micro-reticular structure. Designs in PEEK composite 

with porous architectures can lead to higher inflow capacities of body fluid. Such structures allow cells to penetrate 

the volume of the bone structure, leading to very high utilisation and greater cell storage capacity. In a typical 

design, 10-30% of the total composite volume is not used. 3D printing creates a porous microgrid architecture, 

which enables efficient cell and fluid body transport across the entire bone structure and increases bone charge 

rates [38-40].  The lattice architecture achieved with 3D printing provides channels for the effective transport of 

cells and fluid within the material. Fig 4. shows the computer-aided design (CAD) of various lattices for hip 

implant applications in 3D and 2D views and the homogenisation of each lattice. 



  
Fig. 4. CAD of hip implant lattices: (a) 3D view, (b) 2D view with dimensions, and (c) homogenisation of each 

lattice 

6.2. Mechanical behaviours 

Fig. 5 shows a digital image of the generated scheme. Under the SEM, excellent characteristics are seen for 

diamond shapes, cell walls and clearly defined pores. The surface roughness is compared to traditional EBM 

methods [33] and shown to be better than the high entropy generated by EBM [41]. The wall thickness and pore 

size are designed with less than 10% difference. The pore size is about 10% smaller than projected, which is a 

desirable factor. Porosity is significantly associated, with a difference of less than 4%.  



 

Fig. 5. (a) Displacement directional stress of a unit cell, (b) homogenisation of directional Young’s modulus 

(MPa), and (c) behaviour of homogenisation within a unit cell 

All models are in the range 46-60% porosity. Microstructure SEM plates constructed with cages are included 

in the material. An extremely thin layered mesh of ~0.25 μm is typical of the high strength PEEK produced by 

EBM, which is extensively covered in our previous study [33, 42, 43]. The microstructures of the base alloy are 

homogeneous throughout the complex architecture. The mechanical behaviours, including stress-strain curves and 

other results, representing compression stress of 0.3, are shown in Figs. 6-9.  



 
Fig. 6. Comparison between the FEA of the homogenisation of lattice CAD models, strain displacement 

(mm) behaviours of the models in z-direction after applying load 

Based on the shape of the stress curves, all pressures generally follow the same trend as the plateau stresses of 

the network. After the elastic zone, the mesh provides resistance to compression, then collapses at post-maximal 

values, with similar relative densities. This shows that the Young’s modulus and compressive strength are 

approximately 60% and 50% greater in PEEK/rGO/HAp with ratios of PEEK-69, cHAp-30, rGO-1 (wt%), in 

comparison  to PEEK-78, cHAp-20, rGO-2 and PEEK-87, cHAp-10, rGO-3. The wall material is strongest in its 

natural resistance to compression. Interestingly, the lattice makes no implicit difference, and the hexagonal cut 

pores in the diamond have little effect on the hardness or strength.  



Fig. 7 shows the mechanical testing of PEEK and its composites at various ratios of cHAp, ranging from 5 to 

30 wt% with corresponding PEEK of 95 to 70 wt%, at intervals of 5 wt%. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

  

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 

Fig. 7. (a) Compressive stress-deformation of PEEK/cHAp composites, (b) maximum principal elastic strain of 

PEEK/cHAp versus deformation, (c) analysis of equivalent elastic strain versus deformation, and (d) further 

stress analysis of each unit cell by microstructure 

3D structures in various materials, from ceramic to organic compounds, are dchallengingto print if the designs 

are less than 50 microns in height or about half a human hair’s width. Nanoscale 3D printing is done with a high-

precision laser which excites a liquid at a specific location with just two photons or light particles. This provides 

ample energy to solidify liquid polymers but not enough to fuse PEEK, which does not respond to light in the 
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same way as the polymeric resins used to make nanoscale structures. As light interacts with a polymer, it hardens 

to form a specific structure.  

 
 

 

 

 
Fig. 8. Strength of the various lattice structures and von Mises stress analysis of the total deformation  

 

Fig. 8(a) shows the strain for five different lattice structures and fig. 8(b) shows the von Mises stresses for three 

volume ratios of PEEK composite: sample 1, 69% PEEK, 30% cHAp, 1% rGO; sample 2, 78% PEEK, 20% cHAp, 

2% rGO; and sample 3, 87% PEEK, 10% cHAp and 3% rGO.  A chemical reaction is fundamentally impossible 

in PEEK: a solution containing organic bonds and molecules that adhere to materials to create a resin containing 

polymer carrying printable PEEK. Such as the scaffolding in the experiment described in which organic molecules 

create a liquid that closely resembles a bone implant. A structure is designed using computer software and built 

by ‘zapping’ the liquid with a two-photon laser. The laser creates chemical bonds between the organic molecules, 

hardening them to structural blocks.  
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Fig. 9. Lattice structures of composites, with red representing the highest stress area after applying load: (a) total 

displacement of each unit cell, (b) unit cell equivalent elastic strain (mm/mm), and (c) unit cell equivalent (von 

Mises) stress (MPa) 

Fig. 10 shows the FEA of PEEK/rGO/HAp hip implant composites with various ratios of constituents: PEEK-

69, cHAp-30, rGO-1 (wt%), PEEK-78, cHAp-20, rGO-2, and PEEK-87, cHAp-10, rGO-3, with specific loading 

conditions. The FEA settings have a load step with explicit time integration, having an end time of 0.00001, in 

which the initial minimum and maximum time steps are program-controlled. The general time step safety factor 

is set to 0.9 as a minimum, and there are characteristic dimension diagonals with no automatic mass scaling. The 

beam time step safety factor is set to 0.5, with hexagonal integration of the shell sublayer during printing. The 

shell shear correction factor is set to 0.833, and the nodal shell thickness has average nodal pressure test 

integration. The program-control uses Euler domain controls for domain size definition, an accurate display, a 

perfect scope for all cells’ body, and domain resolution definition. A geometry scoping method is used to calculate 

the time history and global coordinate system, as the program runs homogenisation and FEA results. The 

integration point results have an average display option with no average across bodies to estimate all stress, strain 

and safety factors. As seen in Fig. 10, the element of security favours PEEK-87, cHAp-10, rGO-3 (wt%), as it can 

withstand the stress of 25.32 GPa at the node of the hip implant with slight deformation of 9.29 mm, compared to 

PEEK with stress of 4.28 GPa and deformation of 17.70 mm. 



 
Fig. 10. FEA results for hip implant of PEEK and composite: (a) PEEK, (b) PEEK-69, cHAp-30, rGO-1, (c) 

PEEK-78, cHAp-20, rGO-2, and (d) PEEK-87, cHAp-10, rGO-3 (wt%). 

6.3. In vitro cytotoxicity analysis 

As shown in Fig. 11 and 12, an accumulation of cells is observed in the surface grooves, resulting from the deposition pattern 

of the manufacturing process. The PEEK/HAp composite cells are mixed in clusters, but the PEEK cells are dispersed. More 

prominent actin filaments are seen in PEEK/rGO/cHAp, which bind with adjacent cells. On day 14, there is a significantly 

higher relative behaviour of the PEEK/HAp alkaline cell phosphatase compound than PEEK p=0.005.5A-F. Similarly, more 

prominent actin filaments are seen in PEEK/HAp which is bound to adjacent cells. The PEEK/HAp is also thicker on the PEEK 

surface than in the cell nuclei. Fig. 13 shows the live/dead staining of cells attached to the FDM 3D-printed PEEK composite 

sample surfaces. After culturing the samples with the nutrient agar solution, this is observed at 50 µm of PEEK and 

PEEK/rGO/cHAp for a day. Significantly, 10 µm of PEEK/rGO/cHAp shows live-cell growth, which is increased  at 20 µm. 

At 50 µm of PEEK, cells spread with tiny dead cells at the 7th day and more at the 14th day, while PEEK/rGO/cHAp cells grow 

circling small dead cells at the 7th and 14th days. Fig 12. 



 

Fig. 11. Cells attached to sample scaffold surfaces using DMEM culture medium over days: (a) 50 µm of PEEK 

after 24 hours, (b) 50 µm of PEEK/rGO/cHAp composite scaffold after 24 hours, (c) 50 µm of PEEK after three 

days, (d) corresponding magnification of 50 μm of cell deposition of PEEK/rGO/cHAp. 

 
Fig. 12. Live/dead staining of cells attached to FDM 3D-printed PEEK composite sample surfaces after culturing 

with nutrient agar solution: (a) 10 µm of PEEK/rGO/cHAp showing live cell growth after 24 hours, (b) spreading 

and alkaline phosphatase activity of cells at 3rd day on PEEK/rGO/cHAp at 20 µm, (c) 10 µm of PEEK cell 

spreading with tiny dead cells at 7th day on PEEK/rGO/cHAp (d) PEEK cell spreading more at 14th day, and (e-f) 

PEEK/rGO/cHAp with a dead cells at 14th day. 



Molecules also bind to composite atoms and therefore are incorporated into the structure. Thus, the team can 

print an initial mixture of organic composite in a 3D structure. A 3D view of the binarised grain analysis results, 

after segmentation of hill detection, of PEEK/HAp is shown in Fig. 13. This figure shows the cell attachment of 

the PEEK/HAp composite. The DAPI (4′,6-diamidino-2- phenylindole) blue nuclear staining indicates the wide-

scale presence of adherent cells throughout the composite substance. The strong scaffold green-channel 

autofluorescence competes with the cell tracker green signal, reducing the effectiveness of this assay. New bone 

formation is labelled with alizarin (red) and live/dead cell staining of S. mutans cultured calcein (green) in the 

image created using a robust Gaussian high-pass filter of 285 particles. The surface intercorrelation of the 

nanoparticles across the profile of binarised grains after segmentation of hill detection of PEEK/cHAp is shown 

in Fig. 13.  

 
 



Fig. 13. (a) PEEK tested with DMEM, (b) PEEK/rGO/cHAp tested with DMEM, (c) PEEK tested with Nutrient 

Agar Solution and (d-e) PEEK/rGO/cHAp tested with Nutrient Agar Solution on different days. 

 

Fig. 14 shows the binarised grain analysis results, after segmentation of hill detection, of PEEK/rGO/HAp and 

the surface intercorrelation of the nanoparticle analysis across the profile of the binarised grains, after the 

segmentation of hill detection, of PEEK/HAp. The frequency spectrum and tolerance limit test of the sample of 

reduced valley depth (Sck) and the luminance of the PEEK/HAp particles in grain/mm2, are analysed. The 

resultant dominant spatial frequencies and maximum amplitudes at the 1st, 3rd and 7th days are 0.0144 mm-1 and 

7000 GL², 0.013 mm-1 and 7987 GL², and 0.0124 mm-1 and 7822 GL², respectively. The complexity against 

nanoparticle scaling analysis is also shown in Fig. 10, as a scale-sensitive fractal analysis of the nanoparticle 

luminance of PEEK and fractal analysis of the brightness of the number of grains enclosing the box, to scale. The 

resultant texture and direction parameters of the converted luminance analysis of nanoparticles of 

PEEK/rGO/HAp in the ratios PEEK-69, cHAp-30, rGO-1 (wt%), PEEK-78, cHAp-20, rGO-2, and PEEK-87, 

cHAp-10, rGO-3, are anisotropy and first directional degree of  76.5% and 5.97 °C for the 1st day, 54.0% and 

91.2 °C for the 3rd day, and 32.0% and 91.0 °C for the 7th day. Scatter plots of the square height parameters of 

nanoparticles with the ISO25178 standard, have second and third directional degrees of  37.8 and 171.0 °C for the  

1st day, 97.0 and 179.0 °C for the 3rd day, and 136.0 and 63.0 °C for the 7th day. The crystalline structure is 

identified by XRD, using a Mountain 8.1 Premium digital surface diffractometer, and the results are shown in Fig. 

14. 

 

Fig. 14. Motifs analysis control chart of XRD pattern of the grain height of PEEK/cHAp fluorescence of 

counter-stained scaffold tissue engineering 

 

7. Conclusion 
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PEEK biological activity is improved by adding cHAp and rGO particles for production by FDM. The 

mechanical properties and elastic moduli of PEEK/rGO/HAp composites with ratios PEEK-69, cHAp-30, rGO-1 

(wt%), PEEK-78, cHAp-20, rGO-2, and PEEK-87, cHAp-10 and rGO-3 are evaluated. The PEEK-87, cHAp-10 

and rGO-3 (wt%) composite exhibits the optimum stress of 25.32 GPa with a slight displacement of 9.29 mm, 

compared to the other ratios. PEEK/rGO/HAp composite induces apatite formation after immersion in DMEM 

simulated body fluid for 14 days. All the results confirm that, after uptake of cHAp and rGO, the biological activity 

of PEEK and osteogenesis are significantly improved. 

It can be concluded that a numerical method of modular homogenisation of porous structures has been 

developed to effectively characterise the spatial distribution of the moduli and degree of anisotropy. Mapping the 

relationship between the geometric parameters and homogenisation coefficients has been undertaken to perform 

homogenisation control. The modulus spatial distribution response of solid material is shown in five lattice 

structures. The modulus of elasticity of trabecular bone for a porous structure with similar porosity is shown to be 

similar to two lattices, diamond and neovius. These structures mimic hip bone better than the others. The 

homogenisation difference between natural bone and porous structure is systematically compared to customised 

lattice pore structures for hip implants designed using 3D printing technology. The success of weight bearing 

porous hip implants depends on the lattice’s ability to facilitate bone homogenised condensation and mimic the 

natural mechanical behaviours of femur bone.  

Lastly, the present study can be considered a guide for a novel and high-resolution 3D printing of bone implant 

tissue scaffolds. It can be used to further compress moulds for bioactive PEEK/HAp composites. The modification 

of PEEK to produce essential derivatives with improved properties for tissue scaffold engineering is well 

investigated, showing that rGO and cHAp can be homogeneously dispersed in PEEK, and the compatibility 

between rGO/HAp and PEEK is improved, as required for biomedical engineering applications.  
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